
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Necklaces from left to right: 

Lara necklace in Quartz Crystal Cluster £100 discounted to £50 

Monroe necklace in Turquoise Howlite £90 discounted to £45 

Mariana necklace in Hematite £100 discounted to £50 

Monroe necklace in Quartz Crystal £90 discounted to £50 

Fernandes necklace in Sodalite £120 discounted to £60 

Lara necklace in Amethyst and Amethyst Georde £100 discounted to £80 

Single stone Black Onyx necklace £80 discounted to £55 

Choker necklace set with a variety of crystals £120 discounted to £80 

Single stone Opalite necklace £80 discounted to £50 

Large Single stone Choker necklace in Rose Quartz £80 discounted to £55 

Large Single Stone Choker necklace in Citrine £80 discounted to £55 

Pendant style necklace in Black Kyanite £80 discounted to £50 

Pendant style necklace set with mixed stones £80 discounted to £55 

Pendant style necklace in Amethyst Georde £80 discounted to £55 

Large Single Stone Choker necklace in Black Tourmaline £80 discounted to £55 

Lara necklace with long Quartz Crystals £100 discounted to £80 

Pendant style necklace set with Quartz Crystal Cluster £80 discounted to £55 

 

For more details please contact Marion at  info@seraphinajewellery.com 
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Pendants from left to right:- 

Green Obsidian £60 discounted to £40 

Black Kyanite £50 discounted to £40 

Two stones- Titanium Quartz and faceted Quartz Crystal £70 discounted to £50 

Smokey Quartz £50 discounted to £40 

Amethyst Heart set in Gold Plate £70 discounted to £50 

Black Kyanite set in Gold Plate £60 discounted to £45 

Citrine set in Gold Plate £60 discounted to £45 

Key pendants set in Amethyst, Black Tourmaline or Citrine and other colours £45 discounted to £35 

Pendulum Rose Quartz Pendant (not Brazilian) £15 discounted to £12 - also available in Quartz Crystal 

Rose Quartz Heart (not Brazilian) £12 discounted to £10 plus a variety of small heart pendants  

Including Obsidian with Snowflake, Quartz Crystal, New Jade, Amethyst, Hematite, Jasper, Aventurine, Tigers Eye and Sodalite  

 

For more details please contact Marion at  info@seraphinajewellery.com 
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Bracelets- left to right: 

Citrine Cuff bracelet £60 discounted to £25 

Gabriella Amethyst bracelet £50 discounted to £40 

Wishbone Amethyst bracelet £50 discounted to £40 

Two stone Snake bracelet in Lapis Lazuli £40 discounted to £30 

Two stone Cuff in Rose Quartz £45 discounted to £35 

Two stone Snake bracelet in Black Tourmaline £40 discounted to £30 

Single stone Snake bracelet in Amethyst £40 discounted to £30 

Two stone Snake bracelet in Quartz Crystal £40 discounted to £30 

Wishbone bracelet set with chakra coloured crystals £50 discounted to £40 

Two stone Snake bracelet set with Opalite and small Quartz Crystal £40 discounted to £30 

Single stone Snake bracelet in Citrine £40 discounted to £30 

Single stone Snake bracelet in Malachite £40 discounted to £30 

 

For more details please contact Marion at  info@seraphinajewellery.com 
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Rings and small Jewellery Boxes- Left to right: 

New design Two stone rings in Black Tourmaline, Amethyst, Aquamarine, Opalite, Lapis Lazuli and Amethyst/Rose Quartz £35 discounted to £25 

Snake ring in Rose Quartz £30 discounted to £25 Many more rings in stock 

Single stone ring in Rose Quartz £30 discounted to £25 - available in other crystals 

Tigers Eye and Aventurine two stone ring £30 discounted to £20 

Rose Quartz and Lapis Lazuli ring £30 discounted to £20.  

Small Brass Jewellery box set with a variety of crystals £45 discounted to £35 

 

For more details please contact Marion at  info@seraphinajewellery.com 
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